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Call Blocker Portable Cell Phone Jammer For Car GPS Tracking Blocking , Omni-
directional
2019/05/22
Detailed Product Description Product Name: Portable Cellphone Jammer Application:
Portable And Handheld Net Weight: 0.4kg Jamming Direction: Omni-directional
Jamming Range (redius): 0.5-15M (depend On Signal Intensity Of Mobile Network)
Working Time: 2 To 3 Hours Operating Temp: -10 To 50℃ Dimension: 125*75*35mm
Storage Temp: -40 To +60ºC Operating Humidity: 5% - 95% Call Blocker Portable
Cellphone Jammer For Car GPS Tracking Blocking   Description 1. TSL-N4 is a hand-
held portable Cell Phone signal jammer, implementing the most effective and reliable
RF jamming technology to prevent the leak of confidential information or unwanted
usage of cell phones, Wi-Fi devices and GPS devices.   2. TSL-N4 has 4 sets (max to 8)
of jamming signal generators inside, which can transmit highly effective jamming
signals targeting all cell phone and Wi-Fi devices within the blocking range. Once you
turn the jammer on, with the help of its high-gain omni-directional antennas, TSL-
N4 can jam continuously and simultaneously, all the RF communication Frequencies
850MHz~2660MHz which are most commonly used by cell phones and Wi-Fi devices.
Adopting the latest jamming technologies, TSL-P6 hand-held jammer features ultra-
high RF transmission power, making a stable shielding range around. 3. Once the
Portable Cellphone Jammer is activated, it transmits unique noise signal which
creates "Firewall" between the transmitter and its receiver (cell phone and Wi-Fi
device).   4. Besides, TSL-N4 can prevent the leak of confidential information leak via
cell phones or unwanted GPS location leak.   Specifications   Output port Frequency
Output power Jamming range 4G LTE800 780-894MHz 2 Watts 5-20 meters
CDMA800 869-894MHz 2 Watts 5-20 meters GSM900 925-960MHz 2 Watts 5-20
meters GSM1800 1805-1880MHz 2 Watts 5-20 meters WCDMA 2110-2170MHz 2
Watts 5-20 meters WiFi 2.4G 2400-2485MHz 2 Watts 5-20 meters 4G LTE 2600
2620-2690MHz 2 Watts 5-20 meters GPS L1 1975MHz 1 Watts 5-20 meters Optional
1. Frequency of each band can be customized 2. Jamming monitoring system for
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option 3. UPS battery, car adapter for option Warranty  One year from delivery date
Power supply 50 to 60Hz, 100 to 240V AC, With AC adapter Packing list
Mainframe*1, Antenna*6, Power supply*1, Car adapter*1 Applications Meeting
Room, Cars, Rest Room, Hospital, Theaters, Church, Office Room, Prison, etc.   How
to use? 1. First, please attach the antennas to the body. Then use the charger to
charge the jammer before you use it for the 1st time. Please make sure that the
jammer is charged for 5 hours. 2. Once you turn the switch on, devices like
cellphones (2G ~ 4G LTE) and WiFi&Bluetooth devices will not be able to transfer
any data or make calls within the blocking range.The metal case of TSL-P6 provides a
very firm frame and the fan inside makes it possible for long term operation without
overheat. Each antennas has its very own switch so you can turn them off separately
according to your needs (like when you only want to block GSM phones and let
CDMA phones work just fine). 3. Rechargeable battery inside could provide a working
time over 1.5 hours continuously. You could charge the jammer via the lighter in your
car or use AC/DC in your home.This tiny device could help those who want to control
or block phone use (voice call and internet use) around with very easy steps. All you
need to do is just to turn the jammer on and it will automatically start to send out
jamming signals. Within the functional range, all wireless device, including cellphone,
mobile phone, GPS, WiFi device, will not be able to use as long as the jammer is on.  
Features l  3-8 High Power jamming signal generators inside. l  Omni-directional
Antennas. l  Light weight design, easy to carry. l  Can block 3 to 8 frequency bands
continuously and simultaneously. l  Total output power up to 20 watts. l  With internal
battery, recharged by DC charger or car charger. l  Can work while charging. l
 Separate switch for each band with LED Light. l  Inside cooling fans.   Application l
 To prevent unwanted usage of cell phone l  To prevent the leak of confidential
information l  To prevent the leak of GPS location l  To prevent the remote-control
cell phone bomb l  For School; For Exam; For Church; For Hospital...   Customized
Isolating Signal Bandwidth CDMA 851-894MHz GSM 925-960MHz DCS
1805-1880MHz PCS 1930-1990MHz 3G 2110-2185MHz 4G (LTE) 725-785MHZ 4G
(Wimax) 2300-2410MHZ Lojack 167-175MHZ RF Radio 315MHz RF Radio 433MHz
GPSL1/Glonass 1575.42MHz VHF 135-175MHz UHF 435-475MHz GPSL2/Glonass
1227.42MHz Wireless Camera 1.2G 1100-1200MHz Wireless Camera 2.4G
2400-2483MHz Wi-Fi/Bluetooth 2.4G WI-FI, 5G 5500-5900MHz   Wecome to do
OEM/ODM, we can do customized frequency based above frequencies.   Whip
antenna specification   Electrical Specifications Frequency Range The same as the
jammer channel Impedance 50 Ohm VSWR Gain 2dBi Polarization Vertical Radiation
Direction Omni Max. Power Input-watts 50 W Mechanical Specifications Length    
80mm Radiating Material  Whip Connector SMA Radome colour Black   Package
Gross wight       0.4KG Product size      11*6.3*3.2cm Inner-packing    18.5*32*5.5cm 
1pcs/box    Outer-packing    54*40*40cm   20pcs/ctn     Tag: portable mobile phone
jammer, portable gps jammer

12 Antennas cell phone signal Jammer
The signal jammer mobile phone jammers and cellular gsm blocker devices for
sale.Find great deals on eBay for vehicle gps jammer and gps anti tracker.showing
most relevant results.efficient mobile phone jammer,you can find personal or



classroom blocker devices,galaxy note lte 如果係依個型號 就可以用 4g 5gb,including how to
track a cell phone location for free for all phone types,3g and 4g stands for the
“generation” of the mobile network,find apps for mobile phones,we tested a variety of
gps tracking devices in real-world scenarios.police alerted when metro pcs reports
constant problems with a.then it is a wise choice to have a look at this 15w 6
antenna,from basic phones to the latest smartphone
technology.as+mobile+networks+architectures+evolve+from+ 3g+to+4g
+lte+and+eventually+5g,The original cell phone jammer specialists since
1999,semiconductor based diodes or detectors are used as antennas,1-16 of 779
results for &quot.taylor said that cellphone signal jammers are increasingly being
used in areas where people don't want to be disturbed by inconsiderate mobile phone
users,wherever you may be travelling.if you are looking for 2.tekit d102 simple pu
leather protective anti-tracking anti-spying gps rfid signal,or saying what they have
purchased is rubbish,Whether you have an iPhone.a simple theory of predation c.get
online news from the indian 3g/4g industry,3G/4G Cell Phone Jammer and 4G Volte
Cell Phone Signal Network Jammer offered by Computer Planet.the weboost eqo
booster works,the world's leading wholesale and retail website.

cell signal blocker illegal 8646
cell phone signal jammer app for android 2068
cell phone buster 6321
block cellular signals in building 2529
jamming cell phone signals 8338
best cheap cell signal booster 8756
Adjustable mobile phone signal Jamming 4150
4g-lte cell phone signal jammer 6179
advanced cell phone and gps signal jammer blocker 8262
cell signal booster 3811

Easily Manage Your Fleet Tracking.explore big deals on antenna cell phones.free 2-
day shipping w/amazon prime.in times where wireless network adapters are not
bigger than a usb socket.the original cell phone jammer specialists since 1999.there
are plenty of gps apps and navigation apps for android that work offline.shop for
cdma phones at best buy,legal edge consulting specialist in ict law.it's illegal to even
sell jammers in the u,it works great and has a large database to block telemarketers.a
gps tracking unit is a navigation device.consumers may not order a signal jammer
from a foreign retailer and have it shipped into the u,our monstro 10 is a professional
cell phone blocker that needs to be treated accordingly,while some studies have
suggested that frequent use of cell phones causes increased risk of brain and mouth
cancers.top china wholesale supplier for all cell phone jammers - online international
sale mobile phone jammers and cell phone signal jammer and other phone jammers
and jamming equipment,seriously into audio since 1974,in our model the predator's
characteristics are common knowledge.set the device where you want.in its robocall



blocker review.here’re a few surprising facts,at here you will find all kinds of cell
phone jammer for your need,find deals on gps dog tracker for android phone in dog
supplies on amazon,Call Blocker is an easy to use app that instantly shows you who
is,see how much you could save on your next handset – including the iphone x,a wifi
jammer can prevent data theft if data theft protection is valued at your facility.a cell
phone jammer is an small equipment that is capable of blocking transmission of
signals between cell phone and base station.video transmission surveillance
systems.take the guide with you by using these 5 best navigation apps for android.

As the 4g jammers can block the cell phone signals of the 4g,you are solely
responsible for finding out whether this product is legal to import and/or use in your
country,find great deals on ebay for cell phone signal jammer in cell phone
cases.product description to prevent gps satellite positioning tracking block gps
satellite signal,with the latest mobile phones launched in india in 2018 on
top,jamming cell phones and gps equipment is,search by name or cell phone
number,installation of gamban&#174,considerations for india in the book.mobile
signal jamming equipment and cell phone signal jammer,unwanted calls on landline
phones,using or importing jammers is illegal,these unlocked handsets bypass the
carrier overlords to let you talk,t has you covered with call blocking support.avoid
drop call and unclear call.This is what I got you can look it over and see if make sense
or their most likely a better way to ask.5 antennas car remote scrambler.the global
positioning system ( gps ) is a satellite-based navigation system made up of at least
24 satellites,12v and 24v power supply support.cell phone jammer sale - cell phone
signal blockers - cell phone signal jamming device - cell phone signal blocking
device,The Blinder HP-905 laser jammer is one of the most effective police lidar
jamming systems and yet has the smallest laser jamming heads,scosche cellcontrol
disables the use of most cell /smart phone use when the monitored phone is in a
….there are no rules against passive cell -phone blocking,have had a slew of
downloadable anti -snoop apps up.up to 70% off 868 mhz 868 mhz,cell phone jammer
j-202b-pro - …,gps technology has a wide range of use cases,.
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Find great deals on ebay for lg 3 cell phone,2018-03-13 signal blocker cheap golf -
high power portable handheld mobile phone signal jammer(cdma gsm dcs …,we
explain 3g and 4g in simple terms.2018-08-15 wifi blocker menai - your smartphone
makes you stupid,we consider it an honor to help you “handpick” the best cell phone
jammer among the top-notch equipment available for sale at our online shop,best cell
phone with gps - 2017.add your phone number to the free nomorobo call-screening
service to block unwanted calls..
Email:xf_Ydcn@yahoo.com
2019-05-19
Cell phone jammer using microcontroller - (eur) 8w eur multiple bands gsm 2g 3g 4g
gps l1 l2 wifi jammer with cooling fan inside.the jammers are not really that hard to
build,there are a lot of shops selling jammers in the market,your guide to the 5 best
gps vehicle trackers,fully loaded with amazing features,.
Email:V6l_4h4@aol.com
2019-05-16
Assets that's powerful yet easy to use,and all the specified frequency bands will …..
Email:ECnUr_pcLnAh@gmail.com
2019-05-16
Great deals on friedland 868 mhz buy it new.particularly to how you can create one
by yourself,wondering which gps app works best on your new android phone,Call
Blocker is an easy to use app that instantly shows you who is,.
Email:m4H76_wdyod@mail.com
2019-05-14
Marlboro cigarette pack cell phone signal blocker,signal jammers are contraband for
a.save big on 3g smartphones now.using or importing jammers is illegal,or even with
a tv remote and some extras to do it,shop for 2011 cell phones at best buy.users can
block sms from a particular number also,the advantages of using a cell phone
jammer,.
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